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Nonprofit Essentials: The Capital CampaignJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
A thorough and practical overview of the process of planning and managing a capital campaign 
"I have not come across a better book on the overall strategy and techniques necessary for the planning and implementation of a capital campaign. Ms. Walker covers all of the bases in a clear and concise manner that will benefit many...
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Nmap Cookbook: The Fat-free Guide to Network ScanningCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2010

	Nmap(r) Cookbook: The fat-free guide to network scanning provides simplified coverage of network scanning features available in the Nmap suite of utilities. Every Nmap feature is covered with visual examples to help you quickly understand and identify proper usage for practical results. Topics covered include: * Installation on Windows, Mac...
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Designing InteractionsMIT Press, 2007
Digital technology has changed the way we interact with everything from the games we play to the tools we use at work. Designers of digital technology products no longer regard their job as designing a physical objectÐ²Ð‚”beautiful or utilitarianÐ²Ð‚”but as designing our interactions with it. In Designing Interactions,...
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Mastering Data Mining: The Art and Science of Customer Relationship ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 1999
"Berry and Linoff lead the reader down an enlightened path of best practices." -Dr. Jim Goodnight, President and Cofounder, SAS Institute Inc.
   
   "This is a great book, and it will be in my stack of four or five essential resources for my professional work." -Ralph Kimball, Author of The Data Warehouse Lifecycle...
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The Salem Witch Trials: A Reference GuideGreenwood Press, 2007
Part of the enduring fascination of the Salem witch trials is the fact that, to date, no one theory has been able to fully explain the events that ravaged Salem in 1692. Countless causes, from ergot-infected rye to actual demonic posession, have been offered to explain why the accusations and erratic behavior of seven village girls left hundreds...
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Mikoyan MiG-31 (Famous Russian Aircraft)Midland Pub Ltd, 2005
The MiG-31 Foxhound long-range interceptor flew in prototype form as the Ye-155MP in 1975 and entered production in 1979, with the first regiments becoming operational in 1982. It has also been sold to China, and it remains in service in significant numbers. Yefim Gordon, the doyen of Russian aviation writers, continues to amass an outstanding...
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Data Analysis Using SQL and ExcelJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Gordon Linoff and I have written three and a half books together. (Four, if we get to count the second edition of Data Mining Techniques as a whole new book; it didn’t feel like any less work.) Neither of us has written a book without the other before, so I must admit to a tiny twinge of regret upon first seeing the cover of this one without...
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Neil Young: American Traveller (Reverb)Reaktion Books, 2015

	When Neil Young left Canada in 1966 to move to California, it was the beginning of an extraordinary musical journal that would leave song after song resonating across the landscapes of North America. From “Ohio” to “Albuquerque,” Young’s fascination with America’s many places profoundly influenced his...
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Computational PhysicsPrentice Hall, 1996
Computational physics book that emphasizes the physics that can  be done with numerical/computational methods rather than just the methods  themselves. Uses True Basic. (Representative programs on WWW). Praised for its  coverage of many interesting topics in pure and applied physics.     

       From the Publisher
...
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Riddles of the Sphinx and Other Mathematical Puzzle Tales (New Mathematical Library Series/No. 32)Mathematical Association of America, 1987
This is the third and final collection of puzzle columns that I contributed to Isaac Asimov' s Science Fiction Magazine over a period of about ten years. The format follows that of two previous anthologies: Science Fiction Puzzle Tales (1981) and Puzzles from Other Worlds (1984).

Each chapter poses a problem answered in the First Answers...
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E-Commerce: A Control and Security GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Once scoffed at during the dot.com year, the formerly staid, old, “brick and mortar” companies have now fully recognized and implemented the value of the Internet. Their new online infrastructure allows them to reach customers in new ways, open new markets, and reap new rewards. “Brick and mortar” is now “brick and...
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Entrepreneurial Finance: Finance and Business Strategies for the Serious EntrepreneurMcGraw-Hill, 2009
Proven methods for starting a business today . . . and turning profits well into the future

Like all entrepreneurs, you love the rush of launching a new business and the challenge of growing it bigger and bigger. But, to be successful at it, you must diligently mind the down-and-dirty finance and business details that...
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